
CATALONIA–VIVA HABITAT BLANES  4 – 2

FINAL

CATALONIA VIVA HABITAT BLANES
 Jaume Llaverola (p) Ernest Freixes (p)

 Xavi Brichs Ramon Benito
Jordi del Amor Miguel Angel Sánchez

Joan Manel Grasas Xavi Armengol
Raül Pelicano Kimi Ridaura

Jepi Selva Àlex Ridaura
David Cáceres Dani Rodríguez

Xavi Lladó
Jordi Molet

GOALS
1-0
1-1
1-2
2-2
3-2
4-2

CATALONIA, CHAMPIONS OF THE GOLDEN CUP

Blanes June 29th,  2008

(min 6)  Brichs
A. Ridaura  (min 15)

Armengol  (min 33)

(min 38.30)  Selva
(min 41)  Pelicano

(min 48)  Brichs

REFEREES:   Oscar Valverde i Antonio Gómez

Catalonia is the champion of the Golden Cup after beating Viva Habitat Blanes 
in the final 4-2.

The first occasion of the match has been of Miquel Angel Sanchez who has 
sent the ball to the pole and the match has continued with a phase of many 
fouls that cut the rhythm of the game, until Brichs scored in the minute 6 
turning a shot of Del Amor (1-0). Several changes of Catalonia have been 
useful for keeping fresh the players, who continued attacking with new clear 
opportunities and some shots on the pole. Blanes has increased the pressure 
on the goal of Llaverola until Àlex Ridaura has been able to finish off a far shot 
that has made Rodriguez for drawing the match. Blanes has rised with this 
goal, and Àlex Ridaura has shot a ball on the pole and later Llaverola has 
halted a direct foul launched by Dani Rodriguez.



The second half has started also with an intense game and to the minute 33 
Armengol has surprised Llaverola -that was waiting for a pass on the second 
pole- to make a strong shot on the first pole for advancing Blanes with the 2-1. 
Little afterwards Blanes would have been able to sentence, but Llaverola has 
halted a direct foul of Armengol. This has given strength to the Catalans that 
have reacted with a goal of Selva (2-2) and a great goal of Pelicano that has 
shot from the center of the field and has entered for the set square. At two 
minutes for the end Brichs has sentenced with the 4-3

At the end of the match, the mayor of Blanes, Josep Trias has given Jaume 
Llaverola the Cup of Winners for Catalonia and a prize of 6.000 euros to stay in 
the new sportive complex in Blanes. Viva Habitat Blanes has received the 
trophy of second place and a stay of 3.000 euros in the new sportive complex 
in Blanes. Pelicano and Brichs (Catalonia) have been the top goalscorers with 
7 goals both.
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